
HIGHLIGHTS OF YOUR TRIP
+ The Tsingy de Bemaraha National park
+ Go through the suspended bridge, canyons
+ Walk and adventure through labyrinth & caves in the Tsingy
+ Road Adventure through a deciduous forest
+ Photography the spectacular pinnacles, unique in the world
+ The sunset at the baobab avenue
+ Visit of the dry forest in Kirindy
+ Andasibe rainforest and its National Park
+ The biggest lemurs of Madagascar
+ Isalo National Park,: dry tropical forest
+ Natural swimming pool

MADAGASCAR MAGICAL ISLAND
08 Days / 07 Nights
From May to the end of October

WILDLIFE ADVENTURE PHOTOGRAPHYCULTURE CHARTER FLIGHT
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DAY ITINERARY 

DAY 1 ARRIVAL - ANTANANARIVO

DAY 2 ANTANANARIVO - BEKOPAKA 

DAY 3 BEKOPAKA  - KIRINDY  - MORONDAVA

DAY 4 MORONDAVA – ANTANANARIVO -
ANDASIBE 

DAY 5 ANDASIBE

DAY 6 ANDASIBE – ANTANANARIVO - RANOHIRA

DAY 7 RANOHIRA

DAY 8 RANOHIRA - ANTANANARIVO - OUT



ANTANANARIVO 
Antananarivo has been the home of Malagasy
power for three centuries and there is a huge
amount of history and culture to discover, as
well as some unexpected wildlife options.

HOTEL: RELAIS DES PLATEAUX
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BEKOPAKA
The tsingy of bemaraha is without doubt
one of the most prestigious protected areas
in Madagascar. The limestone massif is an
ancient coral reef , like the Tisngy of
Ankarana . At Bemaraha , erosion has
created deep vertical cliffs , filled with
faults and crevices ,which form a complex
labyrinth of caves and rivers.
At the end of the gorge de Manambolo ,
on foot, we get in a fairy labyrinth of
grottoes, crevices, gorges in which
dominate the sharpened limestone peaks
« Tsingy de Bemaraha » (pinnacles)

VISITS
The National Park of Bemaraha 

HOTEL : SOLEIL DES TSINGY

1 NIGHT
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KIRINDY
The reserve comprises one of the most
outstanding and threatened wildlife
habitats in Madagascar: the dry
deciduous forest. Dominated by
majestic baobab trees and a forest
canopy, this protected area of
approximate 100 square kilometres is
the only place where the world's
smallest known primate, the giant
jumping rat, occurs.

TO DISCOVER 
Verreaux’s sifaka
Brown lemur
Red-fronted lemur 
Ring-tailed lemur

OTHER MAMMALS
Giant jumping rat
Elusive fosa, 
Striped civet (Fosa
fossana) 5



The West coast part of Madagascar is mainly a fertile
savanna, while travelling southwards we find a drier rather
bushy territory with astonishing landscapes.
Spectacular limestone promontories called tsingy pile up
towards the North, whilst bizarre looking baobabs with
immense trunks that would need several people arms to
stretch them build fairy tale forests towards the South. The
western coast of Madagascar is much drier than the eastern
coast. Between May and November it does not rain at all
and the temperatures are pleasant (20 to 25°C on average).
Between December and April it rains torrentially or just a
couple of showers, depending on the year.

MORONDAVA
VISITS
Excursion by local canoe 
to discover the local 
fishermen villagers and the 
mangroves
Baobabs

HOTEL: PALISSANDRE COTE OUEST
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1 NIGHT



HOTEL: VAKONA HOTEL

A small village at half way
between Tananarive and
Tamatave, ANDASIBE is
mainly well-known for its
national reserve, one of the
most accessible in the
country, a primary forest of
the wet tropical type, of 900
ha, where you can admire
the Indri Indri, the biggest
species of the day lemurs,
and various night ones,
among which the tiny
microcebus and other races.
The spot is also overcrowded
with birds

TO DISCOVER 
Greater Dwarf Lemur
Red Mouse-lemur
Eastern Avahi
Indri lemur
Diademed Sifaka 
Brown Lemur
Bambo Lemur
Black-and-White Ruffed Lemur
Small-toothed Sportive Lemur

VISITS
VOIMMA reserve
Analamazaotra reserve
Vakona private reserve  

2 NIGHTS
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ANDASIBE



HOTEL: JARDIN DU ROY

2 NIGHTS
RANOHIRA

VISITS
Isalo National Park 
Natural swimming pool
Namaza Site
Cascade des Nymphes

Ranohira, a tiny village , at the skirt
of the Isalo mountain-range , is the
basis of the excursions. The Isalo, a
magnificent ruin form sandstone
offers a multitude of possible
excursions, reserved most of the
time to experienced ramblers.
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III G 133 A Ter 
Ambohibao - Ambatolampy
Antananarivo – MADAGASCAR

(+ 261) 34 08 382 81
(+ 261) 34 45 669 44

contact@alexandra-travel.mg
resa-alexandratravel@moov.mg

www.alexandra-travel.mg
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